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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes: October 16, 2016
(Non-romantic) Intimacy

20 attendees; Facilitated by Bess & Malak (notes by Dana)
Respect guidelines (available here)

Introductions: Names and pronouns were shared

 We're talking about intimacy in relationships that don't necessarily conform with traditional ideas of intimate 
relationship & what people may or may not want in intimate relationships.

 Handout is a list of examples to inspire discussion.
 (Zucchini - a term used to refer to a queerplatonic partner)

What does intimacy mean to us? Open brainstorm
 Cards & handout.
 Two different definitions? Physical and/or emotional forms of intimacy. What about intellectual intimacy? 

Often being cerebral perceived as being clinical, abstract. 
 Coolness vs warmth. What is “deep”?  What is “personal”? 

Definition of “relationship” is fluid, pivotal to society and intimacy constructs.

 Sharing is key. 
 Different modalities, ways of doing this. How do we connect,?
 Do we feel understood? How can this be achieved?
 Is it possible for intimacy to exist without vulnerability? 

◦ Depends on the definition we are working with. 
▪ Eg. Casual sexuality, what are the motivations?

 Contact = proximity, perhaps…. But, Contact = intimacy in other ways. 
 Long distance connections make an interesting example. 

◦ Eg. Internet friends.
 Emotional or other forms of intimacy are more visceral, more abstract, less concrete…. 
 From some perspectives, what is more valid differs.

Discussion of shared interests
 How do we classify “intellectual” and “emotional”?
 Why do we need to confirm it with physicality? Expectations about physical intimacy.
 Why does physical = “more”? 
 Issues of emotional work—normally intimate things not being intimate when they are for pay

◦ Discussion of sex work and what the implications are with regards to “intimacy”.
◦ Discussion of the counseling role and “one sided intimacy”.   
◦ input from someone with experience being a counselor: 

▪ Rules in place about personal disclosure, for instance.  
▪ Reciprocity as a key concept for intimacy (and limited for counselling)

 Intimacy as familiarity:
◦ being able to understand or able to predict other people's reactions & behaviours, 
◦ having a clear idea of the role being played in patterns of relation 

 What are “intimate moments” anyways? How do they exist, why, when? Do they exist and for who?

Themes of significance:

 Idea of familiarity, longevity, history. 
 Timing, context.   
 Boundaries. 
 Reciprocity.
 Obligation
 Utility, purpose, motivation

https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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 Persona
 Validation
 Earnestness
 Meaningful participation.
 Interpersonal skill, capacity to hold space
 Empathy
 Communication, interaction
 Emotional monopoly. Eggs in the basket allegory. 
 Genuineness, honesty
 Expectation
 Desire
 Attachment

 The contested concept of “the best friend”. 
◦ Consider that some friends actually are better friends than others.
◦ Descriptive and prescriptive roles in relationships: being on the same page.

 Are the most intimate relationships the most important ones? Are they the most meaningful, 
significant?

So… how does Ace and/or arospec intimacy look different?

 Speaking explicitly about the definitions of our relationships. A space of vulnerability.
 Not following scripts. How do we resolve conflict? 
 The spectrum of what a Relationship could be is very wide.

◦ Yes/no binaries and commodification is problematic. 
 What do we perceive to be of value in relationships or how important do we perceive specific relationshipsg

enerally? Do relationship counterparts have similar perceptions?
◦ Valuing someone else more than they do us, or vice-versa, for example. 
◦ Do we understand what actions are important significations of intimacy to us, as individuals?

How do we deal with people who are not Ace and/or Arospec?
 Honesty is a good strategy. Establishing expectations.
 Interacting with non-ace people.
 People are at different stages of development or types of experience and have more or less or differently 

complex needs or ways of expression. 
 Drawing the line of what we are comfortable or uncomfortable with.

◦ Making discernments about connections and people. 
◦ Important to be open to the possibility of incompatibility (especially for certain types of relationships, 

especially if partners' boundaries and relationship expectations do not match up)

If you are entering into a relationship with a non-ace person, how do we bring up asexuality as an identity? 
 Discrimination or hostility? 
 Worry that people might have about not getting what they want.
 Check ins, understanding where a relationship is at
 Ideas of normalcy and sexuality & expectations around those things 
 Coercive messages about sexuality. 

Valuing other kinds of relationships in a queer spectrum:
 Verbal reassurance, knowing a relationship is valued.
 Establishing understanding.

Trying to understand
 Conflict that is sparked in response to asexual and/or aromantic disclosure or identity.
 Huge discussion about this re: the various situations that may arise.
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 What if we don't want to engage with intimacy at all?  
◦ What might this look like?

 Some people want more or less “connection”.

The different combinations of “being ace”
 What is romantic, anyways? 

◦ Romantic feelings vs romantic relationships.
 Asexual and/or aromantic, in any combination.

 When it comes down to it, what do we want?
 Valuing the relationship with oneself as a primary thing.

 Intimacy is NOT romance, per se

Definition for Queerplatonic: 
 it's not romantic, but it's not adequately described by the colloquial “friend”. It doesn't fit the friendship 

archetype. It doesn't fit classical constructs/established boxes.  It's a broad, umbrella term. Could be inside 
one of the boxes, but it isn't typical.   

 Does society see these as romantic? 
 Do queerplatonic connections hold the same status as the colloquial “partner”? Perhaps, but this is an 

issue of language. 

 Redefining “partnership”. People we want to have long term connections with or who are important to us.

 We don't necessarily always challenge social structures either: 
◦ “normal” behaviors still exist—according to broader social structures and expectations
◦ so does diversity.

It's OK to not know what intimacy is to us, as well.    The perspectives are infinite.

 Re-visiting the idea of intellectual intimacy: 
◦ a variety of aspects, opinions… 
◦ What it is, how it exists.

What about:
 Spaces that are held for specific purposes.?
 The categorization of Social relationships.?

 How can we ground ideas of intimacy?
◦ E.g., Intellectually…. It can be based in discussions of academic subjects. Learning. Investment in 

perspectives. Agreement?
◦ Another kind of intimacy: political solidarity!!! 

▪ Sharing a perspective or positionally or experiences of marginalisation within power structures. 
▪ How we go out of the way to support one another and learn from each other (mutual aid and 

allyship too).   Ideological?
▪ To be intimate with communities….  

◦ The idea of intentional joining / connecting might be key to intimacy

Resources that were mentioned:

 Checklist tool for communicating about boundaries and what people want in relationships—i.e., the 
Aromantic / Platonic / Queerplatonic dating checklist from AromanticAardvark: here

 Zine: “How to date an asexual... and other essays” (mostly about unpacking social expectations & 
power structures, rape culture, consent, etc.): here

 Zine with more info on Queerplatonic / Quirkyplatonic relationship: here

https://acezinearchive.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/queerplatonic-zucchinis_revised-primer-2014_for-printing.pdf
https://issuu.com/smashwalls/docs/howtodateanasexual
http://aromanticaardvark.tumblr.com/post/44655392052/aromanticplatonicqueerplatonic-dating-checklist

